In this work, we introduce a mathematical framework, called the Maximum Cosine Framework or MCF, for deriving new linear classifiers. The method is based on selecting an appropriate bound on the cosine of the angle between the target function and the algorithm's. To justify its correctness, we use the MCF to show how to regenerate the update rule of Aggressive ROMMA [5] . Moreover, we construct a cosine bound from which we build the Maximum Cosine Perceptron algorithm or, for short, the MCP algorithm. We prove that the MCP shares the same mistake bound like the Perceptron [6] . In addition, we demonstrate the promising performance of the MCP on a real dataset. Our experiments show that, under the restriction of single pass learning, the MCP algorithm outperforms PA [1] and Aggressive ROMMA.
Introduction
Large-scale classification problems are characterized by huge datasets, high dimension and sparse examples. Moreover, the feature space is normally unknown to the learner. Therefore, an efficient learning algorithm should comply with two main requirements: (1) single pass over the examples dataset such that, for each example x, the time complexity for processing the example and adapting the algorithm hypothesis is linear in number of the non-zero features in x, and (2) space complexity is linear in the number of the relevant features. Consequently, in real world applications, classification via linear classifiers has gained a lot of attention due to their efficiency in time and memory.
The roots of many papers discussing linear classifiers date back to the Perceptron algorithm [6] . The Perceptron algorithm gained its popularity due to its efficiency in time and space as well as its polynomial mistake bound. The perceptron update rule complies naturally with the space and time requirements. Many algorithms introduced later followed the perceptron update paradigm including ALMA [3] , NORMA [4] and PA [1] .
In this work, we introduce a mathematical framework, called the Maximum Cosine Framework or MCF, for deriving new algorithms that follow the perceptron update scheme. That is, the algorithm observes examples in a sequence of rounds. On round i, it constructs its classification hyperplane w i incrementally each time the online algorithm makes a prediction mistake or its confidence in the prediction is inadequately low. It updates its classification scheme using an update rule of the form w i+1 = w i + y i λ i a i , where a i is the current observed example and λ i is a parameter. To calculate the parameter λ i , we formulate an upper bound on the cosine of the angle between the target hyperplane and the algorithm's one. Then we choose λ i to be the value that optimizes the cosine bound. We argue that the tighter the cosine bound is, the closer we progress towards the target function. To justify the usefulness of the method, we use the MCF to regenerate the update rule of Aggressive ROMMA. In addition, using the MCF, we build a new linear classifier called the Maximum Cosine Perceptron or MCP for binary classification. We prove that the MCP shares the same mistake bound like the Perceptron. In addition, we demonstrate the promising performance of the MCP on a real dataset. Our experiments show that, under the restrictions of memory and single pass learning, the MCP algorithm outperforms PA and Aggressive ROMMA.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we bring a formal definition for the classification problem via linear classifiers. Moreover, we define the cosine bound concept and develop some preliminaries and useful lemmas that will be used along the discussion on algorithm construction under the MCF. In Sect. 3, we use the MCF to develop another algorithm called New Aggressive ROMMA (NAROMMA). We prove equivalence of NAROMMA to the well known Aggressive ROMMA in terms of the cosine of the angle between the target hyperplane and the algorithm's hypothesis. Section 4 outlines in details the construction of the local cosine bound from which the MCP algorithm generates its update rule. Furthermore, we discuss the mistake bound of the MCP algorithm and prove formally that it has the same mistake bound like the Perceptron, PA and Aggressive ROMMA. In Sect. 5 we describe the experiments we made to compare the performance of the MCP vs. the well known PA and Aggressive ROMMA.
The Maximum Cosine Framework

Problem Settings
In the binary classification setting, a linear classifier is an n-dimensional hyperplane that splits the space into two, where the points on the different sides correspond to the positive and negative labels. The target hyperplane is described by an n-dimensional vector called the weight vector and denoted by w ∈ R n . Along the discussion we assume that w 2 = 1. Our goal is to learn a prediction function, normally denoted by an n-dimensional vector w i ∈ R n , from a sequence of training examples {(a 1 , y 1 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} where a i ∈ R n and a i 2 ≤ R for some R > 0. In addition, y i ∈ {−1, +1} is the class label assigned to a i . In the online learning model, the learning process proceeds in trials. On trial i, the learning algorithm observes an example a i and predicts the classificationŷ i ∈ {−1, +1} such thatŷ i = sign(w T i · a i ). We say that the algorithm made a mistake ifŷ i = y i . The magnitude |w T i a i | is interpreted as the degree of confidence in the prediction. We refer to the term y i (w T i a i ) as the (signed) margin attained at round i. Let γ > 0, and let S be a set of binary labeled examples. We say that w seperates S with margin γ, if for all a ∈ S, |w T a| ≥ γ. The margin γ is unknown to the algorithm. An online learning algorithm is conservative if it updates its weight vector w i only on mistake, and non-conservative if it performs its update when the margin did not achieve a predefined threshold.
Let A be some online algorithm for binary classification that is introduced to some examples set. We say that A follows the perceptron algorithm scheme, if it maintains some hypothesis h i = sign(w T i x) initialized to some value w 1 , normally chosen to be 0. On each example a i , the algorithm decides to update its hypothesis according to some predefined condition using the following update rule w i+1 = w i + λ i (y i a i ).
From now on, we will use the terms perceptron-like algorithm and perceptron algorithm alternately to point the fact that the algorithm follows the perceptron algorithm scheme.
Along the discussion in this paper, we restrict our analysis to the case where the algorithm uses 0 bias hypothesis. That is, the target hypothesis is of the form w + θ where we assume θ = 0. It is well known in the literature that, for the variable bias case, we can get analogues theorems to the ones we prove in this work that are a constant factor worse than the original bounds [2] .
The Cosine Bound
Let θ i be the angle between the target hypothesis w and w i . Recall that w 2 = 1. Our target is to choose λ i such that
is maximal. The incentive of this choice is that we want to choose w i+1 to be as close as possible to w. We start by choosing w 1 = cy 0 a 0 for some c > 0. Under the separability assumption, this choice will guarantee that α 1 > 0. Since the target hypothesis is unknown to the algorithm, it is obviously clear that we cannot find an accurate value for λ i that maximizes the expression in (1). Instead, we will formulate a lower bound for cos θ i that we will call the cosine bound on which optimality can be achieved. Then, we find the value of λ i that maximizes it. The optimal value of λ i defines the algorithm's update on each trial. It is needless to say that choosing different cosine bounds will derive different update rules, namely different algorithms. To achieve a better classifier, we aim to maximize the value of α i at each round i. For that purpose, we will start with some lemmas that will assist us develop cosine bounds from which we can derive new perceptron-like algorithms. For clarity, we bring the proofs of the following three lemmas in Appendix A.
} be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n and y i ∈ {−1, +1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T . Let γ > 0 and w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1, such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T , |w T a i | ≥ γ . Let w 1 = ca 0 for any constant c > 0. Let λ i > 0 and w i+1 = w i + λ i (y i a i ) be the update we use after the ith example. Let
Then,
The following two lemmas will assist us in optimizing the value of λ i .
where s, q > 0. If r = 0 the optimal (maximal or minimal) value of Φ(x) is in x * = (ps)/(rq) and is equal to
The point x * is minimal if r < 0 and maximal if r > 0. If r = 0, the function Φ(x) is monotone increasing if p > 0 and monotone decreasing if p < 0.
where
. Then we have the following cases,
2. If r − pt = 0 and p < 0 then, Φ * = Φ(0) = r/ √ s .
If r − pt > 0 and ps
4. If r − pt > 0 and ps − tqr < 0 then, Φ * = Φ(0) = r/ √ s .
If r − pt < 0 and ps
6. If r − pt < 0 and ps − tqr < 0 then,
3 New Aggressive ROMMA
We use the MCF to construct a non-conservative algorithm -the NAROMMA algorithm. We start by formulating a local cosine bound from which we derive the best choice of λ i at each trial. Along the discussion in this section and Sect. 4, we assume that the prerequisites of Lemma 1 apply, that is, for a sequence of examples {(a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} there is γ > 0 and a separating hyperplane w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1 such that |w T a i | > γ for all i.
The Local Cosine Bound for the NAROMMA Algorithm
In this algorithm, w 1 = y 0 a 0 where a 0 is the first example received by the algorithm, and the update follows the perceptron paradigm, that is w i+1 = w i + λ i (y i a i ). Let
which is the projection of y i a i on the direction of w i . Let
where α i is as defined in (1). Then, by Lemma 1 we have,
for all x i ≥ 0. Since we cannot find an accurate evaluation for δ i , we will look alternatively for some lower bound i for δ i , which will act as a local cosine bound for the algorithm, such that
for all i. We start by choosing 1 ,
Assuming that δ i ≥ i for some i, then by (9) we get,
Inequality (12) formulates a local cosine bound for the NAROMMA algorithm. Therefore, since it holds for all x i ≥ 0, our next step is to find x * i that maximizes the right-hand side of (12) and get an optimal lower bound for δ i . To achieve this, we start by the following lemma, Lemma 4. Let {(a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n and y i ∈ {−1, +1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T . Let γ > 0 and w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1,
and
and finally, * i+1
. Then for all i ≥ 1,
Proof. We prove by induction. For i = 1 we have,
Assume that the lemma holds for i = j, i.e. δ j ≥ * j , we prove for i = j + 1. By (9) and the induction assumption we get for all x j ≥ 0,
. Specifically, the above inequality holds for x j = x * j ( * j ). Using (13) and (15) we get,
, which proves our lemma.
The above discussion implicitly assumes that (13) and (14) are well defined for all x i ≥ 0, and that, given some * i , we can easily determine x * i ( * i ) by solving the optimization problem implied by (14)
However, in this case the update will not change the direction of w i+1 regardless of the choice of λ i and hence such examples will be disregarded by the algorithm.
The following lemma provides a direct way to calculate * i and x * i for all i. 
, and let
If γ i ≤ 0 then,
Also, * i+1
Proof. We use Lemma 3. Let r = *
, and ps − rtq = 1 − * i γ i . If γ i ≤ 0 then both r − pt and ps − rtq are positive, and, by Lemma 3 (case 3), we get that the optimal value is in x * i = (ps−rtq)
. Now, suppose γ i > 0. Since
Therefore, we have the following three cases for * i : and *
By applying the value of x * i into (20) the result follows. Recall the definition of x i from (2).The implication of taking x i to ∞ in the above update is to change the orientation of w i to be the same as a i . That is, in case of x * i = ∞ we get, w i+1 = y i a i and * i+1 = 1/ a i 2 . We have just proved, Lemma 6. Let {(a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n and y i ∈ {−1, +1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T . Let γ > 0 and w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1, such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T , |w T a i | ≥ γ .Let w 1 = y 0 a 0 , * 1 = 1/ a 0 2 and
and * i+1
and γ i is as in (7). Then after the ith update the cosine of the angle between w i and w is at least cos(θ i ) = γδ i ≥ γ * i . Figure 1 summarizes the NAROMMA algorithm.
Equivalence to Aggressive ROMMA
To prove that NAROMMA is equivalent to Aggressive ROMMA, it is enough to show that the algorithms' vectors have the same orientation after each update. 
2. There exists some τ i > 0 such that,
Proof. We prove by induction on i. For i = 1, the theorem trivially holds. Assume that the theorem holds for i = t, that is,
and,
for some τ t > 0. To ease our discussion, we rewrite Aggressive ROMMA update as proposed in [5] as detailed in Table (1) , where
and 
In the same fashion, Table ( 2) summarizes the NAROMMA update rule. Let i = t + 1. Letû t andv t denote the unit vectors in the directions of u t and v t , respectively. According to (23) and (24), we get that
tvt . Hence, since * t > 0 and using (7) we get,
We divide our discussion into three cases according to the update types.
Case I Assume that Aggressive ROMMA does not perform any update on the example a t (update of type I). Then, according to Table (1) , y t (u T t a t ) ≥ 1. Using (27) and the fact that * t > 0 we can conclude,
Equation (28) . Therefore, since * t > 0 and by (23), (24) and (27) we get,
That is, as in the first case, Aggressive ROMMA and NAROMMA will make their type II update simultaneously. Hence, we get that v t+1 = y t a t , * t+1 = 1/ a t 2 and u t+1 = (y t / a t 2 2 )a t . Therefore, the theorem trivially follows.
Case III From the discussion in the previous two cases, it follows that Aggressive ROMMA makes an update of type III if and only if NAROMMA performs a type III update. By Table (1) we get for this case,
Since y t ∈ {−1, 1} and using (23), (24), (25), (26) and (27) we get that,
Moreover, by choosing τ t+1 = (c t u t 2 )/ v t 2 , and using the induction assumption we can easily conclude that τ t+1 v t+1 = u t+1 . Hence, the theorem holds for this case too.
The Maximum Cosine Perceptron Algorithm
We will use the MCF to generate the update rule of the MCP algorithm. The MCP algorithm is non-conservative, i.e. it updates its hypothesis on margin violation. We start our discussion by formulating a conservative algorithm, the Conservative Maximum Cosine Perceptron (CMCP) algorithm . By Lemma 1 we have,
The CMCP is a conservative algorithm hence, it makes an update when y i (w T i a i ) ≤ 0. Then, from (32) we can write,
Assuming that α i ≥ γ i for some i we have,
Inequality (34) formulates a local cosine bound for the CMCP algorithm. It holds for all x i ≥ 0, hence, by maximizing its right hand side we get an optimal lower bound for α i . By Lemma 2, optimality is obtained in
2 ) and then,
Let w 1 = y 0 a 0 and 1 = 1/ a 0 2 , we get that,
And hence, by choosing
(36) we can conclude,
We have just proved, Lemma 8. Let {(a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n and y i ∈ {−1, +1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T . Let γ > 0 and w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1, such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T , |w T a i | ≥ γ. Let w 1 = y 0 a 0 , 1 = 1/ a 0 2 and
be the update we use in the ith example, and
The MCP algorithm
2. Get (x, y).
If y(w
(yiai).
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4. Else, wi+1 ← wi; i+1 ← i.
5
. i ← i + 1; Go to 2.
Figure 2:
The MCP algorithm for binary classification.
Then, after the ith example, α i is at least γ i .
To convert the CMCP algorithm to a non-conservative one, we use the same update rule not only on mistakes but also when the example is close to the algorithm's hyperplane, according to the following update rule,
Moreover, the value of i is updated as follows,
where for y i (w
Notice that when a i is a counterexample, it contributes 1/ a i 2 2 to 2 i . Otherwise, it contributes 1−2η i / a i 2 2 , which is always positive because of the update rule condition in (41). Figure 2 summarizes the algorithm.
Lemma 9. Let {(a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a T , y T )} be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n and y i ∈ {−1, +1} for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T . Let γ > 0 and w ∈ R n with w 2 = 1, such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ T , |w T a i | ≥ γ. Let w 1 = y 0 a 0 and 1 = 1/ a 0 2 . Let w i+1 and i+1 be updated as defined in (41) and (42) respectively, after each example a i . Then after the ith example, α i is at least γ i . Proof. We prove by induction on i, the index of the current example. For i = 1,
≥ γ/ a 0 2 = γ 1 . We assume the lemma holds for i = k, that is, α k ≥ γ k , and prove for i = k + 1. We consider three cases,
, then, by (41) and (42) no update happens for w k or k and hence, the lemma is true for this case.
Case II If y k (w T k a k ) ≤ 0, then, by Lemma 1, the induction assumption and (41), (42), (43) and using x k = 1/( k a k 2 2 ) we can write,
, then, by Lemma 1, the induction assumption, (41), (42) and (43) we can write,
Lemma 9 motivates the choice of the update condition of the MCP algorithm. Let a i be the current example examined by the algorithm, and let us assume without loss of generality that y i = +1. When y i (w T i a i ) > w i 2 /(2 i ), by (41) no update happens. Let θ i be the angle between the target hyperplane and the algorithm hyperplane. Let γ i be as defined in (7). By Lemma 9 we get that,
which implies that the example has the right label and is at distance of at least γ/2 from w i and therefore no update occurs.
Theorem 10. Let S = (a 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (a k , y k ) be a sequence of examples where a i ∈ R n , y i ∈ {−1, +1} and a i 2 ≤ R for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Let w be some separating hyperplane for S, that is, there exists some γ > 0 such that for all i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ k, |w T a i | ≥ γ. And let w 2 = 1. Let t be the number of mistakes the MCP algorithm makes on S, then, t ≤ (R/γ) 2 .
Proof. Let M ⊆ S denote the set of examples on which the MCP algorithm made a mistake. Similarly, let N be the set of examples on which the MCP algorithm made an update. Clearly, M ⊆ N . By (42) and (43) we get that 1 − 2η i > 0 for all i. Hence, we can conclude, From Lemma (9) we get that,
By combining (44) and (45) we get the result.
Experiments
In this section we present experimental results that demonstrate the performance of the MCP algorithm vs. the well known algorithms PA and Aggressive ROMMA on the MNIST OCR database 1 . Every example in the MNIST database has two parts, the first is 28 × 28 matrix which represents the image of the corresponding digit. Each entry in the matrix takes values from {0, · · · , 255}. The second part is a label taking values from {0, · · · , 9}. The dataset consists of 60000 training examples and 10000 test examples. In the experiments we trained the algorithms for single preselected label l. When training on this, we replaced each labeled instance (a i , y i ) by the binary-labeled instance (a i , y * i ), where y * i = 1 if y i = l and y * i = −1 otherwise. We have divided the training set to 60 buckets of examples each containing 1000 examples. For each label, we first chose a random permutation of the examples buckets, then we trained the algorithm via single pass over the training dataset according to the selected permutation. Then, we tested it on the test dataset. We repeated that for 20 random permutations for each label. At the end of the process, to calculate the mistake rates of each classifier, we took the average of the mistakes over the 20 rounds. Figure 3 summarizes the number of mistakes made by the three algorithms for all the ten labels on the test data. Actually it shows that MCP practically performs better than the other two algorithms under the restrictions of single dataset pass and hypothesis size that is linear in the number of the relevant features.
